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Functions computable on stack machines are studied algebraically. Computable func- 
tions N* + N* are considered as meanings of programs (on stack machines) which cause 
the content of the stack before execution of the program to be transformed into the 
content of the stack after its execution. Church’s thesis is extended by showing that every 
computable function N* + N* can be characterized as a stack function. 
The present paper introduces computable stack functions. 
Functions computable on register machines have been studied algebraically in [3, 4, 
6-101. In these works computable functions Ni -+ Nj have been considered as meanings 
of programs (on register machines) which cause the contents of the i registers having 
defined values before execution of the program to be transformed into the contents of 
the i registers having defined values after its execution. In [l I] these functions have been 
used to define semantics of programming languages in order to develop simple methods 
for correctness proofs. 
In the present paper functions computable on stack machines are studied algebraically. 
Computable functions N* + N* are considered as meanings of programs (on stack 
machines) which cause the content of the stack before execution of the program to be 
transformed into the content of the stack after its execution. In [12, 181 these functions 
are used to define semantics of programming languages for stack machines. 
In Section 1 of the paper a short overview on computable functions Ni --j Nj and their 
relationship to traditional computable functions Ni + N is given. 
In Section 2 computable functions N* -+ N* are characterized as computable stack 
functions by developing the methods used for the characterization of computable functions 
IV+ Nj. 
In Section 3 the relationship between computable functions Ni -+ Nj and those 
N* -+ N* is analyzed. 
In Section 4 Church’s thesis is extended by showing that every computable function 
N* + N* can be characterized as a stack function. 
In Section 5 an algebraic normal form theorem is proved which shows the possibility 
of handling stacks by operating at every step only on the first four items. 
In order to get the last results a nice bijective codification C: N* + N* is introduced. 
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Finally insection 6 the recursivity of the Ackermann function is shown by characterizing 
it as a stack function. 
A preliminary version of this paper has been the subject of an invited lecture at the 
5th Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science [12]. 
1. RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS ON SETS OF SEQUENCES OF FIXED LENGTH 
In [4-61 the class of computable functions of type Ni -P Ni has been shown to coincide 
with the class Y of partial recursive functions on sets of sequences of fixed length. 
Computable functions of type Ni -+ Nj can be considered as meanings of programs 
for register machines insofar as any such program causes sequences of i numbers (con- 
tained in the registers before the execution) to be transformed into sequences ofj numbers 
(contained in the registers after the execution). 
The class 9 can be characterized as the closure of (different) sets of initial functions 
with respect to composition, left cylindrification, right cylindrification and (different) 
repetition operators. 
Initial functions are 0: No -+ N (constant zero), S: N + N (successor), P: N---f N 
(predecessor), IIz N -+ NO (cancellation). 
For f: Ni --+ Nj and g: Nj -+ N” the composition f. g: Ni + Nk gives (f . g) (s) = 
g( f(s)), where s E Ni. Composition corresponds to the usual sequencing of programs and, 
for monadic g, it coincides with recursive number theory substitution. 
For fi Ni --t Nj the left cylindrification “f Ni+l + Ni+l gives cf(n, s) = n, f(s) and 
the right cylindrification f e: Ni+l -+ Nj+l gives fC(s, n) = f(s), n where n E N and s E N”. 
Cylindrifications correspond to the transformations to be performed on a program in 
order that it accept one datum more than those it was originally meant to process (this 
datum shall be left unchanged by the new program). 
Investigations on cylindric algebras were started in [2,21,20] and developed in [ 14, 151; 
in computability theory left cylindrification appears in [3, 41 whereas both cylindrifications 
appear in [8, 91. 
For fi Ni -+ Ni the first repetition f”: Ni + Ni gives f”(s) = f”(s), where s E Ni 
and K is the least number such thatf”(s) E (0) x Ni-l; the second repetitionfv: Ni + Ni-l 
is defined as fV= f” . Pi-l; the third repetition f =: N’ -+ Ni gives f=(s) = f It(s) where 
s E Ni and k is the least number such that f k(s) E {n} x {n} x Nie2, for some n EN; 
the fourth repetition f 0: Ni -+ Ni-‘- is defined as f ??= f = * IF’-’ . IIci-“. Repetitions 
correspond to usual while constructs. The four repetitions differ from each other according 
to whether the first item is tested for being zero or the first two items are tested for being 
equal, and according to whether these items are retained or not after exit. The repetition 
above are special cases of the repetition of a function f under control of a function g and 
of the repetition of a function f under control of two functions g and h; see [9]. Similarly 
in recursive number theory the function px[g(x, s) = 0] is computed by repeatedly 
applying the successor function to x under control of g and the function &g(x, s) = 
h(x, s)] is computed by repeatedly applying the successor function to x under control 
of g and h. 
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The reduction of control structures in computability to repetition structures traces 
back to [19] where recursive functions are obtained without using the recursive scheme 
and by using only substitution and the p-rule with suitable new initial functions. Also [l], 
which introduces structured programming, refers to [19]. In [3] it was first pointed out 
that for sequence recursive functions control structures reduce to an iteration somewhat 
similar to the above repetitions. 
Let Cl,X be the closure of the set X with respect to the combination operators and the 
ith repetition operator. Set 
sp = Cl@, s, p, q, 
% = Cl,K4 s, P), 
9-z3 = Cl,@, s, m 
z = C&(0, S>. 
THEOREM 1 [S, 91. The classes Y$ coincide. 
So we can define Y = Yi the class of partial recursive functions on sets of sequences 
of fixed length and we have the following generalization of Church’s thesis [9] : 
Y = {f: Ni - Nj /f computable, i E N, j E N}. 
As concerns the relation between the class W of traditional partial recursive functions 
and the class Y we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 [8, 9, 121. .% = Y n (Ji Hom(Ni, N). 
2. RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS ON THE SET OF SEQUENCES OF ARBITRARY LENGTH 
The effectivity of the operations on the set of all sequences of a given length is based 
on the fact that one can determine any position with respect to both ends of the sequence 
by a finite number of left and right cylindrifications. The effectivity of the operations on 
the set of all sequences of arbitrary length can be based on the fact that one can determine 
any position with respect to one of the ends (the top), say the left one, of the sequence by 
a finite number of left cylindrifications. 
Let Cl;X be the closure of the set X with respect to the usual operations excluding the 
right cylindrification operator. 
As right cylindrification distributes with respect to the other operators, it is easy to 
see that 
compare [12]. 
.4” = Cl;(Oc”, Sci, Pi, 17~’ / i EN} 
= Clg{OC”, SC”, PC’ / i E N) 
==z cl;{oc”, S”j, W 1 i E N) 
= Cl;(Oc’, SC’ 1 i E N); 
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The initial functions in the above characterizations handle sequences of numbers 
as stacks of fixed length by transforming one argument on the top and leaving the other i 
arguments unchanged. This leads to introducing new initial functions N* --t N* which 
handle stacks of arbitrary length by transforming finitely many items on the top and 
leaving the other (arbitrarily many) items unchanged. For such functions corresponding 
new operators shall be introduced to obtain the new class 9 of partial recursive functions 
on the set of sequences of arbitrary length. 
In the present paper the class of computable functions of type N* -+ N* will be shown 
to coincide with the class of partial recursive functions on the set of all sequences of 
arbitrary length. 
Computable functions of type N* + N* can be considered as meanings of programs 
for stack machines insofar as any such program causes sequences of arbitrarily many 
numbers (contained in the stack before execution) to be transformed into sequences of 
arbitrarily many numbers (contained in the stack after execution). 
The class Y can be characterized as the closure of (different) sets of new initial functions 
with respect to new composition, new cylindrification, and (different) new repetition 
operators. 
Henceforth let m E N, n E N, s E N*. The new initial functions are: 0, S, P, II, 8, 
A: N* + N* such that 
O(S) = 0, S, 
S(A) = A, 
S(W 4 = s(m), s, 
P(A) = A, 
P(m, s) = P(m), s, 
II(A) = A, 
II(m, s) = s, 
e(A) = A, 
e(m) = m, 
@(m, n, s) = n, m, s, 
A&d) = /1, 
A(m,s) = m, m,s. 
For f: N* -+ N* and g: N* + N* the new composition f -g: N* -+ N* gives 
where s EN*. 
(f *g)(s) = Af (99 
For f: N* -+ N* the new left cylindrification “fi N* -+ N* gives 
where n E N and s EN*. 
“f(A) ES A, 
Y(% f (4 = 12, f (4, 
For f: N* + N*, the first repetition f ‘: N* -+ N* gives f “(s) 3 f”(s), where s EN* 
and k is the least number such that f k(s) E {0} x N*; the second repetition f V: N* + N* 
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is defined as fV = f” . n; the third repetition f =: IV* + N* gives f=(s) = f “(s), where 
s E N* and R is the least number such that f It(s) E {n> x N* for some n E N; the fourth 
repetition f 0: NC --+ N* is defined as f 0 = f = II . II. 
Let Cl,X be the closure of the set X with respect to the new combination operators 
and the ith repetition operator. Set 
Lq = Cl,{O, s, P, 0, II}, 
Fa = Cl,{O, s, P, O}, 
6 = CUO, S, A, 111, 
F4 = C&(0, S, A}. 
THEOREM 3. The classes < coincide. 
Proof. Set 
rr=pv=O.S", 
j, = CO . 00 . (COT . CA . CS)D, 
6 = CO * CO '(p * "S * CCS)V, 
fj = 0 . ccc() . (fj . CCCS)R. 
Note that on N x N*, n, p, S coincide with II, P, A, respectively, and on N2 x N*, 
9 coincides with 8. 
Define 
sg = co * “S * (Tr * ST * 0 * O)V. 
It holds that 
Define 
Sg(m, s) = 0, s if m#O 
- 1,s if m = 0. 
It holds that 
&lCfl =(w.f-O)v 
ifdf? gl = 6 . if,[cf 1 . G - if&l 
if=[f] =(Tr’n’f’o’o)~. 
ifo[fl(my 4 = f (4 if m#O 
ES if m = 0, 
i&U glb4 4 = f (4 if m#O 
= g(s) if m = 0, 
if=[fl(m, n, s) = f (4 if m#n 
ZZS if m = n. 
Define 
Test = 0 * 8 * CS * 0, 
Test’ = A * A * S * A * A * (0 . 0 * 0 * 0)n. 
‘S ‘24 ‘w 94 ‘w = (s ‘?I ‘zu)zv 
?.u = wzv 
v = wzv 
‘8 * v3 - 8 * Va = zv 
*~‘I~-241 = (s‘u‘zu)a 
2~ = Wa 
v = Wa 
*dlag3adsal ‘(yxls ayl30 doI ay uo) 
uogxwqns (pwana.I) pm? uop~ppe ql!M apyI!03 qns pm pp” *N x zN uo 1aq1 alON 
'A(dl. d> = ‘Ins 
A(!+. d) = ppe 
W 
*I/=s 3! 0 '0 = 
2 'u4 =s 3! J 'UC ‘zu ‘(w)s = (S),qSa& 
‘T/= s 3! 0= 
vfs J! s ‘1 = (s)isaL 
INILLU3H3S-O’I0133~ aNV ONVUI~IFKI 
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3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Y AND .Y 
We now show that the class Y of partial recursive functions with domain Ni and 
codomain Nj (for some i and j) coincides with that subset of the class 7 of partial re- 
cursive functions with domain N* and codomain N* consisting of those functions whose 
coimage is a set Ni and whose image is a set Nj (for some i andj). 
In the following we will make use of the bijective Cantor pairing function a: N2 + N 
such that 
a(m, n) = 1 i + n 
i(m+n 
and of its bijective extensions Ai : Ni --+ N (for i > 0) such that 
44 = m, 
A&, , m2 ,..., m> = a(ml , Ai-dm2 ,..., 4) fori> 1. 
Define the injections Bi : Ni -+ N2 such that 
q&q = 0, 0, 
Bi(mr P.m., mi) = i, A,(m, ,..., mi) for i > 0. 
As the functions Bi are disjunct, B = vi Bi : N* -+ N2 injectively. 
For the functions of 9 
a = CA * add * (A . Cadd - P)V 
and 
a- = “0 . co . CO . (“(II - A - ;f[P * 95, 0 * S] - A2 * a))” 
it holds that a = N2 1 a and a- = N 1 a-. Therefore B E 9 insofar as 
B = Test - A . ifo[eCTest . ~8 - 0 - (II - S * Ca * CCTest * ~0 - @)V] - A - A 
. if,,[P * i&,[A - P - P * %- - (%- - cc% - P)V - “a]]. 
For the function of 5 
B- = A * fo[A * p * ifo[A - C@ * Ca- * p . p * (CCa- - ca . p)V * C@ * 8 . A . p . p 
* &[A P . P - (cca- . P)V]] - O] * II * II 
it holds that B . B- = lN*. 
LEMMA 1. YZY. 
Proof. For every function f: Ni -+ Nj in 9’ there is a function g in Y such that for 
every k it holds that 
f”” zz N”+” 1 g, 
which can be shown by induction. 
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On the other hand for the function of Y 
Extr, = B * A * 0 - S * ij_[S - So] - B- 
it holds that 
Extr,(s) = s if s E Ni, 
whereas Extr,(s) is undefined otherwise. 
Therefore 
f=N”lg=Extr,*g and fEY. 1 
LEMMA 2. 5 n Hom(N’, Nj) C 9’. 
Proof. First we show by induction that for every function f E T there is a codified 
function U(f) E 9 C 9 such that the following diagram commutes. 
f PN* 
B7 1 
B (1) 
N2 
W(f) ??N2 
For f: N2 --f NZ and g: N2 --f N2 in Y we define the functions if [f]: NS --f N2 and 
if[f,g]:NS+N2in9’ 
zy[f] = (ncc *f * OCC)V, 
if[f, g] = A”” * ifE”f] -* - if[g], 
where A = cO * (OS)- and ST = CO * cS - (IIc * I7 - 0 - Oc)V. 
Now for the induction basis take 
V(O) = AC * if[“oc * %2-j * SC, 
V(S) = AC * if[dC * PCC * Eypr- * C&SC * cu, CS]], 
V(P) = dc * if[dc * Pee * if[ca- * cPc - %, cP]], 
%(II) = AC - if[d” * Pee * if[Pc * ca- * cIP, IP - 17 - 0 - Oc]], 
f@)) = AC . if[dC . pee . if[& . pee . pee . if[Q- . ma- . C@C . eea . ca, ca- . C@ . Q-J], 
where 0 = ~“0 - (PC, - ccS) 7. 
For the induction step take 
f+y(fO) = &/Jo . if[dC . pee . ifpa- . Cd” . @cc . ma, Cd . @Cl, ()cc . SCC] 
. (ncc . g(f) . AC . if[dc . pee . ifpa- . CA” . @co . ma, CA . @cl, 0”” . Scc])v. 
This completes the induction. 
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The commutativity of diagram (1) implies the commutativity of the diagrams 
Ni 
Extr,*f.Extrj 
+ Nj 
for any i and j. 
Bi 1 1 Bj 
N2 * N2 
V(Extri.f.Extrj) 
So iffg Y n Hom(Ni, IV) we can conclude that fg 9’ because 
f = Extr, - f - Extri = Bi * V(Extr, . f * Extrj) * B,- 
and the functions Bi with their inverse B,- belong to Y insofar as 
B, = 0 - “0, 
B, = 0” . SC, 
& = 0”” . (@)l . . . . . c’-‘~ . . . . . cu for i>l, 
B,-=IIC.17, 
B,- = IF, 
Bi- = flc . a- . ca- . . . . . c’-~~- for i>l. 
Here a E 9 C 9’ and a- E 9’ insofar as 
a- = CO * C()C . COCC e (C(nCC * AC . if [PC e CS, @ . SC] a 42 a aCC))O, 
where A2 = cA * AC” * W . I 
THEOREM 4. 9' = 7 n & Hom(Ni, Nj). 
Proof. From Lemmas 1 and 2. 1 
4. EXTENDING CHURCH'S THE~IS 
Consider the pairing function c: N2 + N such that 
c(O, Y) = 0, 
C(Xf LY) = @,Y> + 1, 
and the bijective codification C = B . c: N* + N. As c E W c 9 C 7 it is also C E Y- 
For the function of 5 
C- = c- * B-, where c- = A - if,[P *a- - S, 01, 
itholdsthat C*C-= lN*andC-*C= lN. 
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As we have extended Church’s thesis from the assertion about W to the assertion about 
9, now we are able to extend it further to the assertion about F: 
F = {f: N* + N* 1 f computable}. 
In fact for every computable function f: N* -+ N* the function g = Extr, . C- *f * 
C: N -+ N is also computable and therefore by Church’s thesis it is g E W C Y C F, 
so thatf = C *g * C-~.7. 
The set of computable functions N* -+ N* has been characterized in [ 171 as the closure 
of left and right zero, left and right successor, left and right cancellation with respect to 
composition, and repetition until the first and the last items are equal. 
5. NORMAL FORMS OFF AAND THE ELIMINATION OF CYLINDRIFICATION 
Now it is possible to write the functions of F in a normal form by restricting the left 
cylindrification operators at the maximal depth(i.e., allowing them to affect initial functions 
only). Moreover it is possible to limit the number of the left cylindrification operators 
used to just two for S and for 0, i.e., it is possible to characterize 9 as the closure of a 
(slightly modified) &rite set of initial functions with respect to composition and 
repetition operators only. 
Let Cl;X be the closure of X with respect to the composition and the ith repetition 
operator. Set 
5; = C&(0, 93, P, II, “CO}, 
r; = C&(0, “93, P, %}. 
THEOREM 5. Y =9-i = 9;. 
Proof. Obviously Y-I , Fi 6 9. 
In order to show that F C 9-i, 9-i consider any f e T, set U’(f) = Extr, . c- * 
U(f) . c: N + N and note that the commutativity of diagram (1) in the proof of Lemma 2 
implies the commutativity of the diagram 
N* f rN* 
4 lc 
N V'(f) + N
Therefore, if %“(f ), C, C- E Fi , Fi then also f E FT; ,3-i . 
Now, G?‘(f) belongs to 9 n Hom(N, N) w ic can be characterized (see [14]) as the h h 
closure of the initial functions S and 
E = S . n . cO(l-I . S . A2 . squ . sub)7 . P . cP . squ . sub, 
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where squ = A . A * P . (P . cA . ccadd)V . II, with respect to composition, to the 
addition of functions 
f+g = A *f. 0 -g -add, 
and to function inversion 
In order to see that the functions C = B . c and C- = c- . B- belong to, say, S; 
note that 
and substitute 
c = if,[P * a . S, W] 
Y* “g for “(f . g), 
8.n: for OII, 
0.8 for cO, 
@*f*O for “f if f = P, squ, 
e*cs*f’t3 for “f if f = a, add, sub, 
e*f*“s*o for “f if f = A, a-. 1 
6. COMPUTINGTHEACKERMANN FUNCTIONASASTACKFUNCTION 
Consider the Ackermann function in the form 
4% 0) = w, 
40, S(Y)) = 41, Y), 
Following [16] the Ackermann function can be computed by repeatedly applying the 
function F: N* -+ N* such that 
F(m, n, s) = S(m), s if n=O 
= S(m), p(n), s if n#O,m=O 
= P(m), n, P(n), s if n#O,m#O 
on a stack which contains just two items until it contains just one item. 
Set 
G = cA * 8 * if,,[A - ;f,[P * cA. ““P, S . “PI, S . “l-I]. 
It holds that 
A = Extr, * 0 . S . (II . G . CTest * Q)V. 
As A E 7 n Hom(N2, N) it follows immediately that A E B. 
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